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This Discussion Guide is prepared to help believers apply the truths of Scripture to life.  As you prepare, 

make sure you have read the Scripture text and listened to the Sermon. If you missed the Sermon, go to 

www.experienceliberty.org and select the Sermon title listed above. 

 

CAN SCIENCE AND FAITH COEXIST? 
 

• What is your understanding of the relationship between science and faith?  Can both exist at the 
same time in a believer’s life?  Does science prove our faith?  Does faith prove science? Which best 
states your view of science…love God hate science; love God tolerate science; love God love science? 

 

• Stephen Hawking, who wrote A Brief History of Time, asked the question, What role does God play in 
a scientific world? How would you answer that? 

 

• The older generation of Christians scoff at science and doubt their findings.  The younger generation 
of Christians see the findings and begin to doubt God.  Do college campuses play a role in this?  
Discuss. 

 
Hebrews 11:1 
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen 
 
By defining faith (Gk. pistis) as “substance” and “evidence,” the author indicates that biblical faith is not a 
vague hope grounded in imaginary, wishful thinking. Instead, faith is a settled confidence that something in 
the future—something that is not yet seen but has been promised by God—will actually come to pass 
because God will bring it about.  

• What bridges the gap between what is known and unknown? 

• Faith is the substance of hope, the underpinning of hope.  What is hope without faith? 

• Science defines the things we can see, the natural elements of life.  Faith defines the things we 
cannot see both natural and spiritual.   What have you been believing for by faith, that has yet to be 
fulfilled?   

• Name some science innovations you are thankful for. Is it wrong to be appreciative of science? 

• How can you define the evidence of things not seen?  Think about a crime scene investigator (CSI). 
They are trained to see the things that are not seen.  How do we see the things spiritually that can’t 
be seen?   

• What is the greatest question science cannot answer? 

• In your opinion, what is the greatest debate between science and faith? 


